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Abstract
Through analyzing a slip of tongue, the paper attempts to clarify effective development of descrip-
tions in speech style communication and also sheds light to the reason that causes a slip of tongue.
Specially, analysis focuses on interaction between listeners and their acquaintances along with speak-
er's message.
Key Word: listeners' point of view, third persons, shared circumstances, descriptions, dramatiza-
tion, the role of a speaker, the role of listeners.
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1: Introduction
The speeches that Japanese politicians deliver often result in receiving heavy criticisms and requests
for apologies. This is a case called "a slip of tongue." Slip of tongue includes two different develop-
ments of interpretation between a speaker and listeners. One is excuses of a speaker such as "not my
intention," "out of context" and "misunderstanding." And another is criticisms from listeners. For ex-
ample, in 2000, the comments of Tokyo Governor, Ishihara, caused a storm of protest among listeners,
but he was unrepentant and said "I have done nothing to be sorry for." (????????????
2000?31) Similarly, in 1989, the remarks of former Prime Minister Nakasone resulted in interna-
tional conflict between Japan and U.S.A.. However, he stated "out of context." (?? 1986?2) Also,
in 2000, former Prime Minister Mori's comment "Japan is a divine nation centering on the Emperor"
(??????? 2000?2) met with heavy criticisms, but he stressed that listeners misunderstand
my intention. These cases usually draw peoples' attention as a political issue or racism in Japan, but
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rarely as an issue that we all have a chance to cause such a problem.
Conflicts between excuses and criticisms disclose one point that a speaker and listeners develop
each different vision over one message. At first, a vision develops from that listeners have different
point of view than a speaker. Then, a speaker and listeners have different acquaintances in creating a
vision. That is to say, in case of two different interpretations crash like a slip of tongue, listeners' point
of view and vision that they create along with their acquaintances become a focal point of issue. A
speaker can consider this issue as a technique to provide listeners with a chance to dramatize their vi-
sion. To be exact, the following assumption will be examined throughout this paper. 
1.2: Assumption
Should a speaker describe a message for listeners to dramatize their vision, considering their rela-
tionship with third persons? 
1.3: Purpose
More specifically, the paper attempts to answer to the following questions. 
1) Does a speaker direct listeners' concern to third persons?
2) Does a speaker stimulate listeners' vision to be developing?
3) How can a speaker develop a message?
1.4: Significance
A process, in which speaker's intention is misunderstood, prevents the basic needs of human beings
to communicate with others. The paper chooses three slip of tongues (Ishihara, Nakasone and Mori)
for the analysis because these people emphasized their innocence in the midst of criticisms. With the
development of mass media the paper considers a study on speech development in view of interaction
between listeners and their acquaintances is necessary for facilitating smooth understanding among
people. At the same time, the paper hopes that this type of study will contribute to decrease misunder-
standing among people. In the following, an approach to the analysis is explained with the help of
Bormann's "Fantasy theme theory."
2: Method
"One vocabulary does not recall the same meaning between two people." (Crossculturalcommuni-
cation: 1980)
This sentence reveals that both a speaker and listeners have different initiative in interpreting a mes-
sage. Since this paper focuses its attention on interaction of listeners and their acquaintances, it signi-
fies that information from a speaker is interpreted in listeners' vision. And along with this point, those
who share listener's vision also become significant. It requires a speaker to acquire a technique to
stimulate circumstances under which listeners satisfy their needs. The relation between stimulus and
satisfaction agree with the following Bormann's definition about dramatization. 
If, in the middle of a group discussion several members come into a conflict, the situation would be
dramatic, but because the action is unfolding in the immediate experience of the group, it would not
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qualify as the basis for sharing of a group fantasy. If however, the group members begin talking
about a conflict some of them had in the past, or if they envision future conflict, of if they dramatize
a current conflict taking place somewhere else, these comments would be dramatizing messages.
(Bormann 1996?149)
In short, dramatization is a process that includes one's guesses and changes. It follows that listeners
minimize information equal to their size: a reality is dramatized based on listeners. Second, it is about
stimulus to trigger a dramatization. It has relation with people around listeners. For example, Bormann
introduces as to how people dramatize in the following manner. 
The chain triggered by the first dramatizing message is picked up and elaborated by the others. Peo-
ple caught up in a chain of fantasies may experience moments similar to the creative experiences of
individuals when they daydream about a creative project or an important problem and suddenly get
excited about the direction of their thinking. Then the others feed back ideas and new dramatiza-
tions add to the original comment. (Bormann 1996:156)
When dramatization sparks, one can cite people who receive information from listeners. They are
third persons in view of a speaker. And when the dramatization sparks, listeners dramatize informa-
tion in respect to third persons. In other words, for the purpose of drawing listeners' interests, a speak-
er needs a description that shifts listeners' concerns to third persons and facilitate them to dramatize
their relation with third persons. Especially, the feature of listeners' interpretation along with their re-
lation with third persons is explained in the following Bormann's analysis on communication. 
A rhetorical vision is indexed by a key word, a slogan, a label. Such indexing is a special case of the
symbolic cuing phenomenon, but in this instance, the rhetorical community has reached such a high
level of symbolic maturity. (Bormann 1985: 8)
This communication process clarifies how listeners evaluate third persons. For instance, a pigeon be-
comes a symbol of peace under circumstances where people share a vision with their acquaintances.
Similarly, people, who share certain experiences with their acquaintances, are able to generalize the
state of statue of liberty as a symbol of freedom. That is to say, a description becomes a symbol
through listeners' experiences. 
In case of a speaker delivers a message to multiple listeners, who have no knowledge to each other,
he or she needs to create a subject who listeners can retrospect to. A technique to perform such a task
is similar to "Maefuri talk," in which comedians start talking about daily people before a punch-line.
By describing daily people, listeners start analyzing the reactions of daily people to them. It signifies
that listeners view third persons as equal size as themselves in observing things around them. It tells
that a symbol results from listeners' experiences. Otherwise, comedians' efforts end up as a mono-
logue. In short, a speaker's task is to provide listeners with circumstances, they might go through. Un-
der such circumstances, they envision their favorable relation with third persons. 
To sum up, listeners' vision is consisted of dramatizing their relation with third persons. Then, de-
scriptions that stimulate listeners to start having interests are the followings. ?One is a description
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that directs listeners' concern to third persons. ?Another is a description that helps listeners to start
envisioning their favorable relation with third persons. These techniques require a speaker to take a
role of an interviewer to listeners, but not an active speaker. Bormann refers to a process as to how a
message flows in speech style communication as follows. 
The dramatizations which catch on and chain out in small groups are worked into public speeches
and into the mass media and in turn, impede them to action. (Bormann 244)
With the development of mass media such as T.V., news paper and internet, people are expected to
communicate with people who have various backgrounds. Not only a politician, but other people will
hardly avoid such a chance. Therefore, considering how to describe a message so as to draw attention
of listeners becomes significant in that everyone will cause a misunderstanding. In terms of a slip of
tongue, when a politician aims to gain as much understanding as possible from listeners, speaker's
role, description and listeners' point of view and third persons become central issue. A slip of tongue
is a case in which a speaker fails to motivate listeners. Through analyzing speeches of Ishihara, Naka-
sone and Mori, the paper focuses on a process how a speaker considers the development of listeners'
vision when delivering a message. In the following chapters, the paper divides each speech of Ishi-
hara, Nakasone and Mori into two parts. The first part is the analysis of descriptions about listeners'
concern. And the latter part analyzes descriptions about listeners' experiences. In addition, paper dis-
cusses as to effective descriptions in the end. 
CHAPTER 3 
In this chapter, whether or not a speaker develops a description from listeners' point of view in or-
der to direct their concerns to third persons is analyzed. 
3.1: The role of description for listeners ~Ishihara~
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??2000?24?
In the above comment, description "looking around Japan today" has a function to direct listeners'
concerns to their circumstances. However, description "regrettable" follows. This is speaker's concern
to Japan today. Then, this concern develops to an issue of patriotism. One can realize that a speaker
dramatizes his concern to Japan today. Thus, for listeners to have interests in patriotism that a speaker
argues, he or she needs to develop descriptions to direct their concerns to third persons. Following the
above comment, Ishihara describes "Japan today" in the following manner. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????2000?24?
Also, after stressing, "??????????????????????????" ?????
???????2000?24? Ishihara, introducing one article from New York Times, comments as
follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????2000?24?
These comments seem to describe "Japan today" in details for listeners. Nevertheless, descriptions en-
tail evaluations such as "regrettable," "I think," "ugly" and "distorted." Descriptions are information
about third persons from speaker's point of view. These descriptions about North Korea and U.S.A.
dramatize speaker's concern, but not listeners' concern so as to have interests in "Japan today," they
share with third persons. In other words, a speaker describes "Japan today" along with his concern.
Regardless of this point, Ishihara stresses "under such circumstances" and comments as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????2000?24?
Above comment reveals the role of descriptions in Ishihara's speech. At first, Self Defense Force
(S.D.F) is praised as "reasonable" and "rare." These praises are developed under circumstances a
speaker argues "regrettable." In similar process, based on the praise "rare," new description as to
"emergency" in future develops. In this new description, S.D.F is praised as "supreme" regardless of
listeners. "Rare" and "supreme" are the value that a speaker has under his circumstances. 
As we have examined, descriptions in Ishihara's speech always dramatize "Japan today" from his
point of view. His attention is focused on dramatizing the value of his patriotism. Since descriptions
are not stimuli to dramatize listeners' patriotism, listeners are forced to have similar vision that Ishi-
hara has before listening to a speech. Descriptions develop from evaluating the value of speaker's con-
cern to Japan today and other descriptions follow to evaluate the value of the former description. It is
clear that descriptions ignore third persons when listeners dramatize their vision. 
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3.2: The role of description for listeners ~Nakasone~
Nakasone's speech in 1986 is filled with coinages and at a glance it seems to stimulate listeners'
concern from various angles. But, descriptions dramatize speaker's concern alone. His speech starts as
follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????1986?2?
Description starts from a fact that Liberal Democratic Party (L.D.P) had sweeping victory. And the
reason that brought L.D.P. victory is described as "politics that meets the needs of present society."
However, "present society," which listeners dramatize, is simply mentioned as "rhythm and tempo."
Thus, the speech needs to be developed to stimulate listeners to concern "rhythm and tempo" in their
relation with third persons. Nakasone describes "present society" as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????1986?2?
At first, Japan is described as "high density society." This coinage entails explanation "people live in
island which has similar size as California." However, it is unclear whether or not listeners envision
that Japan as California in their vision. These descriptions are information about third persons from
speaker's point of view. The description "California" dramatizes "high density society," which stems
from speaker's concern "rhythm and tempo." Similarly, a description "highly information oriented so-
ciety" is dramatized by "such a high technology society." Such a process clarifies that the role of these
descriptions is to dramatize speaker's concern from his point of view, but not listeners' concern. 
Moreover, in the above comments, description about California develops to "We have half national
income of the U.S." and also description about technology develops to "no other nations have precise
information than we do." In this process, one can recognize that new descriptions spring from in order
to dramatize the value of "California" and "technology." In other words, a speaker develops descrip-
tions in order to dramatize the value of his former description. 
The descriptions in such a speech do not have a role to stimulate listeners' concern so as to have in-
terests in Nakasone ruling politics. Listeners are able to grasp the meaning of "politics that meets the
needs of present society" only when they have similar concern "rhythm and tempo" as Nakasone has.
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Such descriptions help listeners to lose their interests in seek for the meaning of "politics that meet
with needs of people."
3.3: The role of description for listeners ~Mori~
The feature of Mori's speech in 2000 is characterized by that descriptions develop, depending only
on speaker's concern. His speech, which intention he excuses as "traditional culture," starts as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????2000?2?
In the very begging of speech, Mori expresses his concern "people have forgotten" toward present so-
ciety. Therefore, as a speaker he is expected to develop descriptions for listeners to share such a con-
cern. However, Mori continues stating in the following manner. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????2000?2?
In this comment, emperor is described as god in Japan. One can not name a description that stimulates
listeners' concerns so as to envision about an emperor. In other words, a speaker describes his vision
alone before stimulating listeners. Thus, listeners expect that the descriptions that stimulate their con-
cern will follow after the above comment. Mori develops the following descriptions. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????2000?2?
In the above comment, a description "childhood" attempts to visualize a "community" between listen-
ers and third person. Nevertheless, although "community" entails a description "childhood," an atten-
tion of "community" is focused on "shrine" that represents speaker's community. It is different from
that listeners induce community as "shrine" in their relation with third persons. The role of description
dramatizes speaker's vision of community. Moreover, a topic of shrine continues developing in the
following manner. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????2000?2?
In this comment, the value of community is expressed by "life." And this value of life develops further
to an "elemental" educational issue through a description "god gives us life." These descriptions are
information about third persons from speaker's point of view. It is unclear whether or not listeners en-
vision their community through the value of life or god. Also one can notice that new description
about "life" stems from the purpose of dramatizing the value of the former description about "commu-
nity". For example, description "I think so" is a sort of self encouragement to his concern how com-
munity should be and also proves where speaker's attention is focused. Descriptions in a speech are
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speaker's self dramatization as to the value of his concern. 
The role of descriptions in Mori's speech is to dramatize his concern from his point of view. It fol-
lows that in order to grasp a notion about emperor, listeners should have the similar vision about com-
munity that speaker has before a speech. A description to stimulate listeners to have interests in "peo-
ple have forgotten" is not developed in a speech. Descriptions dramatize the value of speaker's con-
cern then result in evaluating the value of the descriptions themselves. 
3.4: Summary of the first half section
Characteristic point in three speeches is that a speaker himself is developed in its size along with
descriptions. In short, ?a speaker argues his concern. ?And he describes circumstances for him to
have the concern. ?Then, he develops descriptions to dramatize the value of his circumstances. De-
scriptions that are supposed to direct listeners' concerns to third persons are used for dramatizing
speaker's concern. They do not have a function as a stimulus for listeners, but help them decrease their
interests. Further insight on how these speeches develop to a slip of tongue as "Sangokujin," "Intelli-
gent" and "Divine nation" are analyzed in the next chapter. 
Speaker ?Concern????Description????Description?
Ishihara: Patriotism??North Korea & U.S.A.??S.D.F
Nakasone: Meeting the needs??High Density??Much Information
Mori: Oblivion of culture??Shrine Community??Life
CHAPTER 4:
In the latter half of three speeches, descriptions develop along with speaker's vision regardless of
listeners' relation with third persons.
4.1: Ishihara ~atrocious crime and Sangokujin~
Ishihara's description of S.D.F develops further in the following manner. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?2000?24?
This comment stimulated listeners to have the following reactions. 
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????2000?9?
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????2000
?24?
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????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????2000?24?
Listeners' reactions disclose that according to listeners' experiences "foreigners" can not be a definite
factor to increase crime rate. In the midst of criticisms, Ishihara explains his intention of speech as fol-
lows. 
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????2000?22?
It discloses that Ishihara's main purpose is to emphasize the needs of public maintenance. And for ful-
filling this purpose, he needs atrocious circumstances. In other words, a speaker already envisions that
public maintenance will be enacted in the future. He dramatizes circumstances for his vision. The de-
scription and explanation reveal that a speaker looks down listeners from his vision. To be exact, a
speaker's identity grows as big as the value of his enlarged vision, in which his point of view elevates
to grasp Japan as a whole, but not Japanese citizen. In this case, a speaker has an initiative in drama-
tizing a vision. The following excuse to press interview, which emphasized that there was no commo-
tion at Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, also clarifies this point. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
2000?22?
In this interview, one can realize that a speaker envisions as if commotion is listeners' daily lives.
However, he never asks listeners as to their daily circumstances. The above comment is a confession
that a vision dramatizes speaker's experiences. In a speech, a speaker develops a vision from his con-
cern and also his identity to the same size as the developed vision. Then, a speaker's experiences are
described as if having the same value as his developed vision. For example, "it is so" and "during cer-
tain hours" is a confession that a speaker excites over his concern to be dramatizing valuable. A speak-
er separates foreigners from listeners' vision: he categorizes foreigners in his vision. There is no de-
scription that stimulates listeners. Nevertheless, speaker's concern is envisioned as valuable by de-
scription, "foreigners" in a speech. In this sort of development of descriptions, listeners have a chance
to visualize "foreigners" as follows. 
?????????????????1993??29?8??????29?1??????
???????????93??3778??????1734???????????????
?????2000?22?
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????2000?14?
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????2000?44?
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Also, listeners visualize "Sangokujin" as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
???2000?24?
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????2000?30?
One can realize that listeners share a description "Sangokujin" as a means to represent discrimination
in their vision. However, Ishihara denies these interpretations and states as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????2000?24?
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????2000?22?
This explanation proves that "Sangokujin" represents speaker's individual vision, which has no rela-
tion with listeners' vision. Thus, it is clear that a speaker develops descriptions based only on the pro-
cess in which his experiences to be developing valuable. Descriptions do not have an effect to con-
vince listeners of their needs of public maintenance. 
In Ishihara's speech, demands to dramatize atrocious circumstances for public maintenance come
before the real demands of listeners. "Foreigners and Sangokujin," represents speaker's private vision.
Some people argue that Japanese people after world war second held awe to Koreans in Japan and re-
ject listeners' criticisms as delusion. Still, there is no difference in that a speaker fails to stimulate lis-
teners' vision to be dramatizing. 
4.2: Nakasone ~intelligent and system to produce good results~
Similarly, in Nakasone's case, his private vision independently develops regardless of listeners' vi-
sion. His coinage "rhythm and tempo" develops along with the following descriptions. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????1986?2?
This remarks on minorities and intelligent provoked such reactions as "he should retract the state-
ment"(Nakasone Suggests 1986?A14), "intolerable arrogance"(Remarks by Premier 1986?A13), "
????????????"and"????"(????????1986?1). These reactions reveal
that his remark conveys racial discrimination to listeners and simultaneously proves that racial differ-
ences can not be a symbol to drag overall U.S. performances in listeners' vision. Then, it leads to a
question of what factor symbolizes "intelligent" for listeners. For example, a criticism from the United
States argues as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Nakasone's World-Class Blunder
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1986?41:my translation?
In listeners' vision, "intelligent" are created by one's ability. This notion is represented by Steven Jobs
as a symbol. On the other hand, Nakasone argues that criticisms are "out of context." His argument
poses a question as to what factor represents "intelligent" for Nakasone. He explains his intention of a
speech as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????1986?1?
The explanation sheds light to that Nakasone argues movements or process of people such as a racial
topic from a fixed vision such as "Apollo project." Nakasone develops similar descriptions in the
speech as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
1986?2?
What should be noted is that a speaker focuses on Japanese education system, "Terakoya" school with
descriptions of Black and European people. To be exact, Nakasone views Japan as a whole fixed sys-
tem, but not as a process among people. As examined in Ishihara's case, Nakasone does not ask listen-
ers how people around them consider Japanese system. On the contrary, he describes people from the
value of his enlarged vision. One can recognize that defining "Japanese people have high literacy"
separates listeners from a speaker, in which a speaker confines himself to his vision. Here, needs for
intelligent are viewed as an outcome of a system from his enlarged vision, but not as a process in
which, people attempt to acquire. 
Descriptions are definition that speaker's experiences are dramatized along with his vision. Al-
though for Nakasone racial description is to highlight Japanese system, one can not deny that he ar-
gues an issue within his vision. He uses racial descriptions as a symbol for dramatizing the needs of
establishing efficient system. In a sense, his descriptions resulted in stimulating listeners' vision to be
dramatizing as discriminative. Thus, Nakasone continues receiving the following criticisms. 
??????????????????????????????????1986?1?
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
1986?2?
These criticisms reveal that listeners develop a vision from their point of view. They also disclose that
a speaker focuses on a process his experiences are dramatizing to meet with the size of his enlarged
vision.
In similar fashion, Nakasone's excuse "single race nation" meets with criticisms such as "????
?????????????????????????????" ????????1986?
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12?. This criticism signifies that Nakasone develops descriptions based on his vision, which do not
spare a room for listeners to dramatize their vision so as to grasp the meaning of "single race nation."
A speaker assumes that listeners might share the same vision as a speaker. 
Throughout a speech, descriptions "Blacks, Puerto Ricans and Mexicans" represent speaker's vision
to be dramatizing, but not "intelligent" among listeners. Nakasone's assumption that listeners will
share his vision let him disregard U.S. minorities in his excuse. The misunderstanding results from
Nakasone, who takes an initiative in interpretation process and ignore circumstances that listeners and
third persons share as "out of context."
4.3: Mori ~life and mysterious~
In Mori's speech, descriptions that symbolize his private experiences as valuable as his vision are
used without any mention to listeners. To the press interview about his comment "Japan is divine na-
tion," Mori states "it does not contradict to democracy" and explains his intention as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????2000?2?
According to this explanation, "emperor" symbolizes "traditional culture." In other words, Mori has a
vision in which "emperor" is dramatized to be a "traditional culture." As to description "emperor," he
explains as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????2000?2?
One can notice that religion is defined according with speaker's experience as "culture of spirit." Al-
so this explanation treats religious figures and "emperor" on the same ground. In a speech, Mori
stresses "nothing is more mysterious than human body" as to community as follows. 
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????21??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????2000?2?
This comment develops speaker's experiences about a community: a description develops from his be-
lief "??????" to his conclusion "???????????." One can observe that Mori al-
ready envisions a future in which religion takes an important role in education. It is not off-course un-
sure whether listeners envision their future in similar fashion as Mori since he never leaves a space for
listeners to dramatize about how the third persons consider about community. As examined in the case
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of Ishihara and Nakasone, the value of envisioned community dramatizes a speaker's circumstances
and identity valuable. Then, a symbol "emperor" represents speaker's valuable circumstances to be de-
veloping. Description does not represent the vision that listeners and third persons share, but confines
a speaker to his vision. Despite this feature, Mori excuses as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????2000?2?
According to this explanation, it seems that Mori has no intention to dramatize emperor as god. But,
listeners react as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????2000?39?
????????????????????????????????????????
2000?39?
It clarifies that although description "emperor" symbolizes a "culture of spirit" in speaker's vision, it
becomes a symbol to recall listeners' harsh memories during world war second. Thus, listeners are
able to accept description "emperor" to be their symbol only when they envision their community as
mysterious as Mori believes. Especially, religious figures that Mori names at random display that a
speech is for a speaker and also that a speaker excites over his vision to be dramatizing and speak
from the top of his enlarged vision. Such a development of descriptions excludes experiences between
listeners and third persons then causes a misunderstanding. 
4.4: Summary of the later half section
The prominent feature of three speeches is a speaker defines a speech based on his vision. To be ex-
act, ?a speaker envisions a future. ?And he dramatizes his circumstances in accordance with the
size of his vision. ?Then, he describes a symbol of his private vision such as "Sangokujin" in a
speech. It clarifies that a speaker is dramatized by his vision. 
When a speaker does not consider that listeners create their symbol, speech turns into slip of
tongue. Descriptions in a slip of tongue are definition, but not question. Ishihara's excuse "????
?????????????" (?????????2000?24) clarifies this point. Speaker's as-
sumption is not listeners' daily vision. Similarly, one of the criticisms against Nakasone, "?????
??????????????????????" (?? 1986: 2) can be rephrased as "a speaker
should consider to whom and what he describes." Mori's excuse at a press conference sheds light to
this point as follows. 
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????2000?147?
No matter what excuses a speaker makes, describing a message from his experiences results in disre-
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garding listeners. The main problem in slip of tongue is a speaker, who does not consider that listeners
dramatize their relation with third persons. 
speaker? ideal vision???circumstances???private vision symbol
??? S.D.F?????????Crime???Crime after war???? Sangokujin
???? Educated Society???System???System & Outcome Minorities
?? Education?????Community???Mysterious Community Emperor
Discussion? role of description and point of view
We are able to know the effect of possibility only when it is tried. Analyzing slip of tongue leads to
that a speaker had better describe third persons to draw interests from listeners. In other words, a
speaker needs to recognize that a question is always answered from listeners' point of view. The paper
considers that a speaker ?at first accept opinions that listeners have. It is not providing listeners with
new information from upside to downside. But, it is that ? a speaker helps listeners to dramatize their
relation horizontally to third persons. In short, a speaker should ask a question "what your friends say
about you." "Your friends" stimulates listeners to direct their eyes to third persons. And "say about
you" stimulates listeners to dramatize their relation with third person. The followings are the insight
that the analysis prefers. 
?Description1: Ask "your friends" includes circumstances of people (third person) that listeners
see. It stimulates listeners shift the eyes to their circumstances. 
?Description2: Ask "what they think" let listeners answer "yes" or "no" under circumstances they
and third persons share. 
The further analysis of such insight is in another paper that analyzes a speech welcomed by ap-
plauses of listeners. 
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